Last Yiddish Heroes:
Lost and Found Songs of Soviet Jews during World War II

ANNA SHTERNSHIS holds the position of Al and Malka Green Associate Professor of Yiddish studies at the University of Toronto. She is the Director of the Anne Tanenbaum Centre for Jewish Studies at the University of Toronto. Shternshis is the author of *Soviet and Kosher: Jewish Popular Culture in the Soviet Union, 1923 – 1939* and *When Sonia Met Boris: Jewish Daily Life in Soviet Russia* is forthcoming.

PAVEL LION, a.k.a. Psoy Korolenko, is a Moscow based Yiddish singer/songwriter, translator, scholar and journalist. On stage since 2000, he has published one book of selected essays and song lyrics "The Hit Of The Century", and 14 CDs. Psoy is a member of the organizing committee for a Russian American music festival JetLAG, a guest of many klezmer music festivals, and an ex-artist in residence at the Trinity College, University of Michigan, Dickinson College.

Psyo Korolenko and Anna Shternshis bring to life “lost” Yiddish songs of World War II in this concert and lecture program. Collected by Moshe Beregovsky and other scientists of the Kiev Cabinet for Jewish Culture, these previously unknown Yiddish songs were confiscated and hidden by the Soviet government in 1949, and have only recently come to light. This program features the performance and incredible stories behind these treasures.

Thursday September 29th

6:30 pm Reception
7:00 pm Program

The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life
2121 Allston Way Berkeley, CA

Please Click HERE to RSVP
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